SIMULOCITY

what if you could see the future?

WE BUILD TIME MACHINES

SIMULOCITY

lowering risk illuminating opportunity removing fear

BACK TO THE FUTURE What if you could see into the future? Would tomorrow’s hindsight
be beneficial today? Simulocity allows you to gameplay future scenarios, delivering measurable
competitive advantages to your organisation.
THE POWER OF TOMORROW Simulocity has a single focus: to simulate highly complex
real-world business situations and so enable corporates and financial institutions to rapidly
improve the quality of their business decisions. The Simulocity real-world simulation tools let
clients better understand real-world complexities to reduce costs, ensure compliance and better
deploy resources and capital. The sophisticated modelling platforms with ‘what-if’ planning and
predictive analytics provide organisations with the ability to test, compare and modify business
practises in a low risk environment and with no compromise to existing systems.
REMOVING FEAR The modular simulation portfolio covers Liquidity, Supply Chain and Trading
environments. The customisable gamification environments enable your organisation to effectively
stress test business operations, crisis management strategies and global compliance and risk
management processes, delivering better commercial outcomes for your business. Strap in and
buckle up.
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Headquartered in London, Simulocity has a single focus: to simulate highly complex real-world business
situations and so enable businesses to rapidly improve the quality of their business decisions. The Simulocity
real-world simulation tools let clients better understand real-world complexities to reduce costs, ensure
compliance and better deploy resources and capital.
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